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METEOROLOGY CURRICULUM 

 
Unit 1: Introduction to Meteorology 

 
OVERVIEW 

 
Summary 

 
In this unit students will be introduced to the field of meteorology.  They will explore the technologies that 
have helped make weather forecasting more accurate over time.  Students will review the basic organization 
of the earth’s spheres and the more detailed structure of the atmosphere.  Students will also be introduced to 
the chemical and physical components of the earth that work together to create the weather systems we see 
daily and how this contributes to the global climates. 

 
Content to Be Learned 

● Define meteorology. 
● Explore historical and recent technologies that support the field of meteorology.  
● Describe composition, structure, and properties that make up the earth’s systems (lithosphere, 

atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere). 
● Identify the importance of gases (Nitrogen, Argon, Oxygen, Carbon dioxide, Ozone, CFC’s, Methane, 

water vapor). 
● Describe the composition, structure, and properties that make up the earth’s atmosphere (troposphere, 

stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, ionosphere, ozonosphere, homosphere, heterosphere). 
● Discuss the role of ozone, and its chemical composition. 
● Review pressure, jet stream, density, Boyles and Charles’ gas laws. 
● Identify factors that affect weather patterns over the earth’s surface. 
● Identify factors that affect climates. 
● Describe the climates of the earth. 
● Describe the formation of the earth’s early atmosphere and key gases. 

 
  Practices 

● Constructing explanations and designing solutions. 
● Analyzing and interpreting data. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Systems and system models. 
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Essential Questions 
● Historically, how has the field of meteorology changed due to advances in technology?  
● How do the components of the earth’s system work together to create the dynamics that we see as 

weather? 
● What does the atmosphere do for me? 

 
Next Generation Science Standards 

 

 
Unit 2: The Atmosphere 

 
 

OVERVIEW 
 

Summary 
Students will begin this unit learning about how the rotation and motion of the earth contributes to heating                  
and seasonal variation. Students will learn sources of energy, heat and temperature on earth and how heat is                  
transferred. Temperature variations and how temperature is controlled will be explored as well as movement               
of water through the atmosphere. This unit will close by learning about various cloud formations, how wind                 
is created and the relationship between pressure and wind. Students will focus on the elements of weather:                 
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precipitation, clouds, fog, wind, and temperature. 
  
Content to Be Learned 

● Explain and describe the earth-sun relationship. 
● Identify and explain three methods of transferring energy through the atmosphere. 
● Describe the electromagnetic spectrum and electromagnetic radiation. 
● Describe blackbody radiation and its impact on earth’s weather systems. 
● Identify factors, measurement, and scales of temperature. 
● Discuss humidity and movement of water through the atmosphere (mixing ratio, saturation, relative 

humidity, dew point, wet bulb temperature, vapor pressure). 
● Describe cloud formation and different types of cloud groups (include types of fog). 
● Explain the Bergeron process. 
● Identify and explain forms of precipitation. 
● Discuss the relationships between air pressure and wind. 
● Identify and trace global winds and ocean currents. 
● Explain how global wind and air currents contribute to predicting weather. 
● Identify and describe air masses. 

 
Practices 

● Using mathematics and computational thinking. 
● Planning and carrying out investigations. 
● Developing and using models. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Energy and matter. 
● Structure and function. 
● Cause and effect. 

 
Essential Questions 

● What role does water play in the atmosphere? 
● How does electromagnetic radiation from the sun create the foundation for the earth’s global climate? 
● Why would changing the axis tilt change weather in the northern and southern hemispheres? 
● How do various types of precipitation form? 

 
Next Generation Science Standards 
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Unit 3:  Atmospheric Dynamics and Predicting Weather 
 

OVERVIEW 
 

Summary 
In this unit students will put into motion the concepts learned in the previous unit.  This section will begin 
with a review of gravity and Newton’s laws.  From here, students will learn how the global winds, ocean 
currents, and stability of the atmosphere help meteorologists to predict weather and patterns.  Students will 
begin to learn the symbols that meteorologists use to denote various weather data and how to read these maps 
to make predictions of daily weather.  Students will analyze data to make predictions and explain those 
predictions based on learned phenomenon.  Students will also learn about how weather patterns change in 
response to el nino and la nina. 

 
Content to Be Learned 

● Review of Newton’s laws of Inertia, acceleration, action-reaction, centrifugal force, and gravity. 
● Identify causes of winds and types of winds. 
● Discuss the relationships between air pressure and wind. 
● Identify and trace global winds and ocean currents. 
● Explain how global wind and air currents contribute to predicting weather. 
● Identify and describe air masses. 
● Relate the Coriolis Effect to weather patterns. 
● Explain how warm, cold, stationary and occluded fronts affect weather patterns. 
● Analyze weather data to predict weather patterns. 
● Describe and interpret weather maps and reports. 
● Explain how data is collected for weather maps and forecasts, and identify symbols used in a weather 

station model. 
● Analyze data to forecast week long weather outlook. 
● Describe and explain the factors that act as climate controls such as proximity to water, topography, 

and latitude. 
● Explain the interrelationship between the circulation of the oceans and weather and climate. 
● Describe how el nino and la nina affect climate. 

 
Practices 

● Developing and using models. 
● Using mathematics and computational thinking. 
● Constructing observations and designing solutions. 
● Analyzing and interpreting data. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Cause and effect. 
● Systems and system models. 
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Essential Questions 
● How does the sun’s energy output and the ocean’s circulation interact to create weather patterns? 
● What can cloud observations tell us about weather? 
● What air masses cause weather in the U.S? 
● How do they know where it will rain vs. snow? 
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Next Generation Science Standards 
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Unit 4: Severe Weather 
 

OVERVIEW 
  

Summary 
This unit will focus on severe weather. Students will examine severe weather produced in association with                
cumulonimbus clouds as well as large tropical storms or hurricanes. Students will look at the conditions that                 
create severe weather as well as the impacts on humans. Students will analyze data associated with storms,                 
discuss measurements of these storms, and evaluate plans to help increase survival during such storms               
including forecasting intensity. 
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Content to Be Learned 
● Describe factors that lead to atmospheric instability. 
● Describe the air mass thunderstorm and its stages (cumulus, mature, and sissipating). 
● Discuss the conditions for tropical cyclones. 
● Identify the four types of thunderstorms (single cell, multicell cluster, squall line and supercell). 
● Explain the cause of lightning. 
● Describe how tornados form and move. 
● Differentiate between hurricane types:  cyclones vs. typhoons. 
● Describe conditions necessary for the development of tropical storms. 
● Describe how storm surges arise and their impacts. 
● Forecast the intensity of a storm given data. 
● Investigate and explain the occurrence and effects of storms on human populations and the 

environment. 
 
  Practices 

● Constructing explanations and designing solutions. 
● Analyzing and interpreting data. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Cause and effect. 
● Systems and system models. 

 
Essential Questions 

● What conditions are needed to set up: Thunderstorms, Tornadoes, Hurricanes, and Blizzards? 
● Why do thunderstorms happen in the late afternoon?  
● Why do so many tornadoes happen in the mid-west?  
● What is the difference between a hurricane and a tropical storm? 
● How do natural disasters impact human populations and civilizations? 

 
 
Next Generation Science Standards 
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Unit 5: Human Impacts and Climate Change 
 

OVERVIEW 
 

Summary 
This unit will focus on human impact and the impacts of Global Climate Change. Students will learn about                  
the greenhouse effect. They will also evaluate evidence of Global Climate Change and will discuss the                
natural and human causes of it. Consequences of global warming will be explored and students will suggest                 
mitigation strategies for these consequences. Students will also be asked to evaluate laws and policies that                
may create limits on our ability to preserve our natural resources. 

 
Content to Be Learned 

● Discuss and explain the Greenhouse effect. 
● Describe contributions to air pollution and its impacts. 
● Describe different types of climate data. 
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● Distinguish among different types of climatic changes and why they occur. 
● Identify how humans impact the global climate (burning fossil fuels, acid precipitation, greenhouse 

effect, ozone depletion). 
● Compare and contrast natural and human impact on climate change. 
● Analyze the effects of laws and policies, technology, and economics on management of natural 

resources. 
● Research how human impacts on the earth are being modeled and managed to reduce future impacts. 
● Explain how humans are managing natural resources to sustain human societies and the biodiversity 

that are supported by them. 
● Suggest solutions to an issue surrounding global climate change.  Consider constraints, costs, 

environmental and other impacts. 
 
  Practices 

● Using mathematics and computational thinking. 
● Constructing explanations and designing solutions. 
● Analyzing and interpreting data. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Stability and change. 
● Systems and system models. 

 
Essential Questions  

● How does the ocean drive our weather systems and climate change?  
● What are the natural and human causes of past/present climate change?  
● Is there anything humans can do to slow down climate change or is it too late? 
● What scientific evidence is there to support Global Climate change? 
● Why do people say global warming is a hoax?  
● How can technology support lessening the impacts of climate change? 
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Next Generation Science Standards 
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